What is digital health?

Digital health is a rapidly growing sector at the intersection of healthcare and information technology. The sector spans a variety of technologies, including electronic health records, consumer wearable devices, care systems, payment management, big data analytics and telemedicine.

Massachusetts’ thriving digital health community!

Home to more than 350 Digital Health companies

#1 Innovation State

#2 State for Digital Health investment

Smart, innovative, and startup-friendly

Top healthcare delivery, life sciences, and technology clusters

118 Colleges/Universities producing top talent

Leader in U.S. health reform. More than 96% of the population has health insurance coverage

Home of MassDigitalHealth, an initiative dedicated to sector support and growth

MASSDIGITALHEALTH.ORG
Why work in digital health?

A career in digital health combines the best of the healthcare and technology sectors with the opportunity to help others, advance science, and enjoy a high quality of life. With over 350 companies and nearly 2,000 job openings, Massachusetts is the place to start your digital health career. To learn more about career and internship opportunities at Massachusetts digital health companies visit:

jobs.massdigitalhealth.org

Innovation

Apply groundbreaking technology

Impact

Shape the future of health

Reward

Get paid well to do good

jobs.massdigitalhealth.org

Questions? Contact bosco@masstech.org